ABOUT PHYLLIS
Phyllis Light has a Ph.D. in
Psychology, and has worked in
the personal development field
since 1971. She has been a
practitioner of Gestalt therapy,
an NLP (Neuro-Linguistic
Programming) facilitator, and a Transcendental
Meditation instructor.

FOR THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN “ON TOP”:

★
★
★
★

Reverse the effects of “burn-out”
Give a declining career renewed life
Create a strong comeback
Succeed at re-inventing yourself

Are You Ready to Give
the Performance
of a Lifetime?

Phyllis is the author of three books:
▲
▲
▲

“Prince Charming Lives: Finding the Love
of Your Life”
“Love Now, Here’s How: 26 Roadblocks to
Healthy Relationships & How to Clear Them”
“Basic Truths About the Nature of Life”

Phyllis is the creator of:
The Rejuvenizer®—a powerful healing device
that protects you from the negative energies
around you and the damaging frequencies of
today’s high-tech world.
The Communications Breakthrough System—
a remarkably effective tool that empowers you to
clear your negative subconscious programming
and create loving, harmonious relationships
with others.

“As a result of my work—whether you’re an
actor, singer, dancer, or comedian—you’ll be
able to reach deeper into your soul and give
a more energized, uplifting, awe-inspiring
performance!”
—Phyllis Light, Ph.D.,
expert in Telepathic Healing

To learn more about Phyllis’ Energy
Elevation Process for Performers,
call 512-301-2999 and request a
special information packet.
Light Unlimited
1-512-301-2999
www.lighthealing.com

★

Do you feel that you’ve reached your potential
as a performer?

★

Would you like to deliver more spell-binding,
captivating performances?

★

Do you want to clear up unwanted energy
picked up from previous roles?

★

Do you find that your studio recording
performances lack luster without an
audience present?

★

Would you like to outshine your competition
and be “in the zone” during all your auditions?

All great performers have a quality of spirit,
light, and inspiration that pervades their Being,
allowing audiences to be truly moved by their
performances. However, to bring through such
an uplifted energy on a consistent basis can
be quite challenging for many performers.
We all have to overcome certain negative
circumstances and obstacles in our daily life,
as part of being human. And it is often difficult to keep these personal challenges from
spilling over into our work. But no matter
what happens in a performer’s personal life,
the show must go on. He or she must be
enlivened, energized, and ready to deliver
an inspired performance.

“I called Phyllis for her Energy Elevation Process
just prior to my audition for a part in a major motion
picture. To my surprise, I got four callbacks, and
despite stiff competition, I landed the role! Thanks
so much, Phyllis!”
—S.P., Actor
Austin, Texas
“During a series of three performances I gave, Phyllis
sent extra energy to me on one of them, and that
was the one out of the three which I felt was the
most effective in terms of my vocal performance
and overall energy levels.”
—M.Z., Dramatic Soprano
San Francisco Bay area
“[Because of your work,] I find my energy level to
be not only higher, but on a more positive level as
well. My work on stage feels more deeply assured,
more communicative, and more spontaneous. My
personal relationships offstage seem to radiate
greater warmth and genuine affection.”
—J.R., Actor, Singer, Songwriter
Los Angeles, California

Everyone who wants to give consistently
uplifting performances can benefit from
the ENERGY ELEVATION PROCESS —
a profound aspect of Phyllis Light’s
“Telepathic Healing” work. As Phyllis
clears negativity from your subconscious
and raises the vibratory level of your
energy field, tremendous light and healing
come through to allow you to give the
performance of a lifetime. . . every time!

“After receiving Phyllis’ healing work, I gave a
performance where I felt more magnetic and
charismatic than I've ever felt before. I played
with greater confidence and ease of execution than
I normally do, and felt more ‘on’ and ‘in the flow.’ ”
—M.G., Concert Cellist
Boca Raton, Florida
“Thank you so much for doing your work for me...
I could feel the difference. I was struggling with so
much vocal trouble ALL WEEK, the day of the show
I honestly didn't know if I would even HAVE a voice.
But thanks to you, I was able to get through it...
and did so with flying colors!!"
—M.C., Singer, Recording Artist
Nashville, Tennessee

IS WHAT YOU DESIRE ...
WILL ENSURE YOUR SUCCESS ...

Yet, how well can you deal with all that
fame entails?
For all its glory, fame can bring a degree
of pressure that is literally impossible for
a human being to accept, without suffering
deep inside.
Phyllis’ “Telepathic Healing” can help you
to eliminate the detrimental energies that
fame brings, allowing you to safely take
your career to greater heights.

